
To          05.05.2017 

 Com. Chandeshwar Singh, 
 General Secretary 
 NFTE – BSNL, 
 New Delhi – 110 001. 
 
Dear Comrade, 
  

Kindly refer to your letter number TF – 022 dated 28-04-2017 addressed to Sr. GM(ESTT) 
regarding promotion of left out Qualified and trained Group ‘D’ staff in the cadre of Telecom 
Technician (Erstwhile Telecom Mechanics).  I am surprised and shocked at this as you have neither 
intimated nor consulted the Chennai Telephones Circle Union before taking up this issue with the 
BSNL Corporate Office.  At the outset I regret to point out that you are thoroughly misguided by 
someone who always looks things in his personnel interest.  All the employees who were 
successfully completed the training for T.T. Cadre in Chennai Telephones could not be promoted as 
such due to the existence of two separate gradation lists one for Chennai Telephones and the other 
for erstwhile Chenglepet SSA even after the merger of CPT/SSA with Chennai Telephones.  Further 
there are more than 150 officials who are yet to get their T.T. promotion in the whole of Chennai 
Telephones.  However majority of them were called to several rounds of counseling and offered T.T. 
postings during the past several years.  But they declined to accept the T.T. cadre promotion which 
will be mostly in the places under erstwhile CPT/SSA which did not have 30% of HRA entitlement.  
As the majority of them are now working as ATTs (Regular Mazdoors) in Chennai City area they are 
drawing 30% HRA, which may be unavailable to them on their T.T. Cadre promotion if they were 
posted in rural areas of erstwhile CPT/SSA.  On this financial consideration only majority of our 
ATTs working presently in Chennai STR/STP (or) erstwhile Telegraph offices declined their T.T. 
promotion in the Past.  Hence it is utterly false and wrong to say that the ATTs were not given T.T. 
promotions even after passing the examinations and undergone the training ten years ago.  The fact 
is these comrades only refused to accept their T.T. Promotions.       
     
 Even in the last counseling held for T.T. cadre promotions officials of STR got their T.T. 
Promotions as they accepted their postings in the areas where 30% HRA is not available.  Your 
request for the transfer of 50 T.T. posts of Chennai Telephones to STR for 28 employees to get their 
T.T. Promotion will set a very wrong precedent as their seniors who are working in Chennai 
numbering about 150 will be at a great disadvantage and affected.  If the CHQ demands that all the 
employees waitlisted for T.T. promotion throughout the country get T.T. promotion as a onetime 
concession the whole problem will get settled.  But your narrow / partisan approach to help only 
the 28 employees in STR is against the rich traditions of our great NFTE.   Hence on behalf of 
Chennai Telephones Circle union I request you to move away from such wrong approach and avoid 
keeping our Circle Union in dark and taking up any issue which Concern our Chennai Telephone 
Circle.  I hope you will understand the situation in good spirit.  
 
 With regards,           Yours sincerely, 
 
          Sd/- 
         (C.K. MATHIVANAN) 
            Circle Secretary. 
 
Copy to : - 1.  The CGM, BSNL, Chennai Telephones, Chennai-10 
       2.  The GM (Headquarters), STR, Chennai – 32. 
       3. The Sr. G.M.(Estt.), BSNL CO, New Delhi. 
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